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Abstract 
Different types of artificial defects are used for a qualification of NDT methods. The representativeness of these 
defects, as compared to service induce flaws, is crucial when the performance of NDT method or inspector is 
evaluated.  

Ultrasonic indications are highly dependent on defect characteristics like roughness, crack opening, tilt and 
branching. These characteristics are even more significant than the defect size. To develop performance and 
reliability of ultrasonic inspection methods and procedures more research on different type of discontinuity 
indications is needed. 

In this study, indications from different types of discontinuities are measured using C-mode scanning acoustic 
microscope (C-SAM). The inspection item is austenitic stainless steel pipe with thermal fatigue cracks and 
similar size of EDM notches. Clear difference can be seen between indications from the EDM notches and from 
the thermal fatigue cracks. 

Keywords: Ultrasound, ultrasonic inspection, C-mode scanning acoustic microscope (C-SAM), thermal fatigue, 
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1.  Introduction 

Ultrasonic inspection is widely used NDT method for structural integrity inspections in power 
plants  as  well  as  in  other  industrial  areas.  Real  components  with  real  flaws  are  usually  not  
available for the practical tests and therefore during the qualification process of non-
destructive testing method, different test samples are needed to prove the effectiveness of the 
testing system in practice. The representativeness of used test sample is often crucial and 
therefore used test samples should have similar properties (e.g. material, dimensions, 
geometry) as the real component. Also the defects that are expected to exist in real life should 
be represented in the test sample. Usually it is difficult and expensive to produce real defects 
in the test structures and therefore artificial defects are often used as substitutes. 

Typical artificial defects are different types of notches e.g. electric discharge machining 
(EDM) notches, welded defects and different types of grown defects. With different types of 
notches the representativeness of the defect compared to real defect is typically very low 
(Figure 1). Welded defects are typically more realistic than notches, but yet they have 
significant limitations such as restricted controllability and to some extent they are unrealistic. 
Grown defects have the best representativeness compared to real service induced defects 
(stress corrosion cracking, fatigue, etc.). The manufacturing process of the grown defects 
varies depending on the method defects are produced with. Typically the cost of defect is 
highest  with the grown cracks,  but on the other hand the risk of rework, unclear indications 
and separate justification is minimized and also the true performance of the used NDT method 
can be evaluated precisely with test samples. 
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Figure 1: Indications from similar size of discontinuities produced by electric discharge machining (on the left) 
and thermal fatigue (on the right). Same equipment, probe, probe angle and gain used with both measurements. 

2.  Materials and methods 

2.1 C-mode Scanning Acoustic Microscope (C-SAM) 

Measurements in this study are done using C-mode Scanning Acoustic Microscope. Scanning 
acoustic microscopy works by directing focused sound from a transducer to a small point on a 
studied sample. The C-SAM used in this study is a custom made reflection type high 
frequency ultrasonic inspection system (Figure 2). The original system is manufactured by 
Ultrasonic Sciences Ltd. but several parts of the system have been upgraded during the last 
years.  

 
Figure 2: C-mode scanning acoustic microscope (C-SAM). On the left hand side the immersion tank and the 

manipulator system, in the middle ultrasonic equipment manufactured by Ultrasonic Sciences Ltd. and the main 
computer. 

In C-SAM, sample is immersed in water and probe is scanned over area of interest. Probe 
movement is done by computer operated manipulator system, which can move along X-, Y- 
and Z-axis. In addition, sample may be also rotated. MIDAS software by Technatom is used 
to control manipulators, data acquisition and to store and visualize data.  

Different  kinds  of  probes  and  probe  configurations  can  be  used  with  C-SAM.  However,  
transmit-receive probes are typically used. Frequency as well as focus distance of the probe 
should always be chosen to fit the purpose of the study. With this system frequencies from 
500 kHz to 100 MHz can be used and focus distances can be varied to fit the purpose [1]. 



In this study the C-mode scanning acoustic microscope was used to investigate austenitic 
stainless steel pipe sample. The sample was immersed in water and transducer was moved to 
area of interest with a step motor driven manipulator. 20 mm scans were made along the axial 
direction of the tube and after each scan, tube was rotated by 0.16°. Scan pattern is visualized 
in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3: Schematic picture of the scanning pattern and area made with CIVA simulation program. 

The probe used in this measurement was a commercial 5 MHz probe manufactured by 
Panametrics (Figure 4). The focusing distance of the probe was 3 inches and the probe 
diameter 0.5 inches. To detect the discontinuities in the test sample 45 degree transverse wave 
was chosen for inspection. To produce 45 degree transverse wave in steel the probe was tilted 
19 degrees in water according to Snell’s law.  
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where v1 is the velocity of longitudinal wave in water, v2 is the velocity of transverse wave in 
steel, 1 is the transverse wave angle in steel and 2 is the longitudinal wave probe angle in 
water (i.e. probe angle). 



 
Figure 4: Panametrics 5 MHz ultrasonic probe tilted 19 degrees to produce 45 degree transverse wave in steel. 

The gain used in measurements was set to +7 dB, pulser voltage used was 100 V and pulse 
length was optimized for 5-6 MHz. The high pass filter was set to 1 MHz. Pulse repetition 
frequency was 1 kHz. 

The reason for this particular setup was that the setup gave a good comparability to previous 
results gained with conventional manual ultrasonic inspection. 

2.2 Stainless steel pipe sample  

In the present study, a tube sample with three thermal fatigue flaws and two EDM notches 
was used. The produced flaws were characterized by surface microscopy. 

2.2.1 Thermal Fatigue Crack 

Representative controlled artificial cracks can be produced in-situ with thermal fatigue. The 
use of grown cracks based on the thermal fatigue production process has increased markedly 
during the last few years. Furthermore, the amount of different applications has become larger 
thus covering today most of the NDE inspection techniques and targets in the nuclear field. 

Capability of this technique to produce realistic, representative flaws has been analyzed by 
comparing the crack characteristics to the characteristics measured from service-induced 
flaws. This comparison has been made against measured values from service-induced flaws 
reported by Wåle [2]. In general, thermal fatigue flaws are representative for most of the 
service-induced flaws, when used as a reflector for different NDE development, training and 
qualification purposes.  

Figure 5 shows example surface image from one of the cracks. The measured crack surface 
opening profile and roughness are shown in Figure 6.  



 
Figure 5: Example surface microscopy image. 

a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 6: Measured crack surface opening (a) and Rz roughness (b). 

The depth of these cracks is known through destructive examination of a validation cracks 
produced with the same local sequence. 

2.2.2 Electric Discharge Machining (EDM) 

Two notches were produced to the same tube sample as the thermal fatigue cracks. The 
notches were produced using electric discharge machining (EDM). The noches were produced 
to replicate the size and shape of the thermal fatigue flaws. Thus, they were produced with 
semi-elliptical electrode.  

3.  Results and discussion 

The result of the scan can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The austenitic stainless steel pipe 
sample was probably made by hot rolling due to fact that there is no welding joint in the pipe 
and the indications from the surface are supporting this assumption as seen in Figure 7. Visual 
inspections made to outer surface of the pipe gave no other indications than surface 
roughness. 



 
Figure 7: Indications from outer surface of the pipe. No defects detected on the surface. 

When the focus is on the data gathered from the inner surface the indications from the EDM 
notches and thermal fatigue cracks are clearly visible in Figure 8. The indication number 5 on 
the right hand side is not analysed within this study due to unknown depth of the thermal 
fatigue crack. Unknown depth was due to fact that during the crack production secondary 
cracking appeared and the production was therefore discontinued. 

 
Figure 8: Indications from the inner surface of the pipe. EDM notch indications and thermal fatigue crack 

indications are clearly visible. 



Indications numbered from 1 to 4 in Figure 8 are the investigated indications from EDM 
notches and similar size of thermal fatigue cracks with measures shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Number, type and size of the artificial flaw. 

# Type 

Size  

(length*height, mm) 

1 EDM notch 16.6*4.5 

2 Thermal fatigue crack 16.5*4.5 
3 EDM notch 6.4*2.2 

4 Thermal fatigue crack 6.4*2.2 

 
To have a realistic picture of the differences between two similar size of artificial flaw 
indication intensity of the ultrasonic measurement has to be considered. The equation to 
describe the difference in intensity between two ultrasonic measurements is:  

( ) = 20 log  

Where I is the difference in sound intensity in decibels, P1 and P2 are two different sound 
pressure measurements.  

For the EDM notch (indication number 1) and thermal fatigue crack (indication number 2) the 
measured maximum amplitudes were 62.4 % and 53.7 % of the measurable maximum 
amplitude height with this setup. The difference in intensity was -1.30 dB.  

The smaller artificial indication pair (EDM indication number 3 and thermal fatigue 
indication number 4) the measured maximum amplitudes were 67.8 % for the EDM notch and 
47.1 % for the thermal fatigue crack and the difference in intensity was -3.16 dB. 

With the bigger artificial flaws (number 1 and 2) the difference in maximum amplitudes is 
quite small which is partly because of the resolution of the measurement. As can be seen in 
Figure 8, both indication number one and two are on the red area of the amplitude scale. The 
red area which describes the highest amplitudes measured is significantly larger in EDM 
notch (number 1) indication. Therefore the amplitude difference itself does not give the total 
difference of the indications. With these measurements done in this study the size of the 
indications was not analysed in detail. For the sizing time of flight diffraction (TOFD) method 
would be appropriate and will be made in later stage of the studies. Nevertheless the size of 
the indications seen on C-scan differs significantly between EDM notch and thermal fatigue 
crack indications. 

With the smaller artificial flaws (number 3 and 4) the difference in maximum amplitudes is 
more significant and in the thermal fatigue crack indication (number 4) maximum amplitude 
does not reach the red colour at all. Therefore it can be clearly stated that the indication from 
thermal fatigue crack is significantly lower in means of maximum amplitude. 

4.  Conclusions 

Different types of artificial defects are used when ultrasonic inspection is considered for non-
destructive inspection of certain component or material. Quite often artificial flaw is chosen 
with no knowledge on behaviour of different types of artificial flaws. Even nowadays the 
information regarding artificial flaws and indications from them is not widely acknowledged. 
The  artificially  produced  flaw  should  always  be  chosen  to  fit  the  specific  purpose  and  the  



representativeness should be to the actual service induced defects that the NDT method is 
used to evaluate. 

In this study EDM notches and similar size of thermal fatigue cracks were inspected using C-
SAM equipment.  EDM notches  are  quite  typically  used  as  robust  artificial  flaws  but  as  the  
study shows, the representativeness of these notches is not very good. Therefore more 
advanced artificial flaw manufacturing methods e.g. thermal fatigue crack production or 
mechanical fatigue should always be considered when use or development of any NDT 
method is considered.  
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